AMAZON’S NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

Jackson Eskay*

DoorBot, a technology startup, featured on the fifth season of NBC’s hit entrepreneurial reality show, Shark Tank. It offered customers the ability to see, hear, and speak to anyone at their front door with its single product, the “video doorbell.” After the product pitch, Robert Herjavec, one of the investor-sharks, said “it freaks me out.” DoorBot did not secure a deal.

In 2014, the company rebranded to Ring—a double entendre capturing meaning from both the doorbell’s “ring” and the “ring” of security provided around the home. It also inaugurated its mission statement: “[M]ake neighborhoods safer.” In 2018, Amazon acquired Ring for a deal valued at more than $1 billion. More than 2,000 partnerships now exist between Amazon’s Ring (“Ring”) and law enforcement agencies across the United
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These partnerships streamline government access to video recorded from privately owned devices. More than three million Ring cameras are online nationwide. This is the “The New Neighborhood Watch.”

Ring’s partnerships with law enforcement pose important questions about the role of private companies in government surveillance. The united effort presents a novel surveillance scheme amid an explosion of surveillance technologies and systems implemented by both the private sector and the government. Ring is rapidly increasing its number of partnerships with law enforcement, developing more intimate relationships with individual agencies, and growing its total number of cameras, and
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innovating for more powerful technology. Privacy advocates around the country are calling for reform.

This Comment explores the Fourth Amendment questions raised by the partnerships between Ring and law enforcement. The Fourth Amendment protects the right to be free from “unreasonable searches and seizures.” It safeguards “reasonable expectations of privacy” by providing “obstacles in the way of a too permeating police surveillance.” Typically, courts evaluate government surveillance through the lens of the Fourth Amendment. This Comment adopts that same approach and argues that law enforcement should be required to obtain a warrant before requesting video footage from Ring’s camera network.

Part I of this Comment charts the Supreme Court’s evolving Fourth Amendment case law and outlines the modern framework for the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement. Part II provides factual background about Ring, its flagship product (the Video Doorbell), its virtual network (the Neighbors app), and its partnerships with law enforcement. Part III
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applies the Fourth Amendment framework to the questions presented by Ring’s partnerships with law enforcement. It discusses three long-established doctrines (the “public view doctrine,” the “third-party doctrine,” and the doctrine of Fourth Amendment standing) and several federal cases that involve analogous surveillance technology and techniques. Part IV briefly considers model legislation proposed by the ACLU that offers communities more transparency into law enforcement’s surveillance practices. Part V concludes: The Fourth Amendment’s modern privacy-and-technology-conscious jurisprudence recommends restraining Amazon’s New Neighborhood Watch. Law enforcement must obtain a warrant before requesting Ring footage.

I. THE FOURTH AMENDMENT

The Fourth Amendment “erects a wall between a free society and overzealous police action—a line of defense implemented by the framers to protect individuals from the tyranny of the police state.”27 It states in full:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.28

In more general and discrete terms, it protects against “unreasonable searches and seizures”, and it does so with a “[w]arrant” requirement that conditions any such intrusions on “probable cause” and “particular[ity].”29 A “search,” for purposes of the Fourth Amendment, can occur in two situations: (1) the government physically trespasses on to persons, houses, papers, or effects with intent to obtain information;30 or (2) the government violates a person’s subjective expectation of privacy that society recognizes as reasonable.31 This respectively covers the property interest and the privacy
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interest secured by the Fourth Amendment. In either situation (and they often overlap) a government search is unlawful unless authorized by a valid warrant (or if an exception to the warrant requirement applies). The warrant requirement places the judgment of an independent magistrate between law enforcement and citizens’ interests in property and privacy. It conditions any invasion of those interests upon a showing of probable cause, and it limits that invasion by specification of the place that will be searched and the evidence desired.

The Supreme Court described and defined Fourth Amendment protection exclusively in terms of property rights until the latter half of the twentieth century. In Boyd v. United States (1886), the Court struck down a statute requiring a person to produce private papers to the government. In the majority opinion, the Court outlined a hierarchy of personal property rights and authorized a search only if the government had a superior interest (compared to the citizen) in the item or place to be searched. Under this theory, the Fourth Amendment requires the government to obtain a search warrant whenever it interferes with a property right.

The Court reinforced this idea in Olmstead v. United States (1928). Roy Olmstead and several other defendants were convicted of a conspiracy to
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import alcohol during Prohibition. The government tapped the phones of the defendants’ houses and listened to their conversations to obtain evidence for the conviction. The Court held that the Fourth Amendment did not regulate telephone wiretapping. Relying on a trespass theory of property rights, the Court reasoned that because the wires were physically located in public spaces no “trespass upon any property of the defendants” occurred. The government therefore did not violate the Fourth Amendment because it did not need to obtain a warrant.

Under the Boyd-Olmstead framework, Fourth Amendment cases consistently turned on the determination of whether the government entered protected property without a warrant. The Court abrogated this property-based theory in 1967, when it decided Katz v. United States. In Katz, the FBI, acting without a warrant, attached an electronic listening and recording device on the outside of a public phone booth. The Court held that this violated the Fourth Amendment. Writing for the majority, Justice Stewart reasoned that “the Fourth Amendment protects people, not places,” and he rejected the idea that its protections “turn upon the presence or absence of a physical intrusion into any given enclosure.”

Katz declared privacy, not property, as the fundamental interest upon which Fourth Amendment rights were premised. In his concurring opinion, Justice Harlan introduced the idea of a “reasonable expectation of privacy,” which has been central to the enduring legacy of Katz in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence.
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Amendment jurisprudence. As Harlan described, this is the notion that the Fourth Amendment protects a person’s subjective expectation of privacy that society recognizes as objectively reasonable.

The Court almost exclusively used this “reasonable expectation of privacy” test to determine the scope of Fourth Amendment protections until it decided United States v. Jones (2012). In Jones, Antoine Jones was suspected of being involved in a large-scale drug trafficking operation. The FBI, again, acting without a warrant, placed a GPS tracking device on Jones’s vehicle and used the device to track his movements for twenty-eight days, collecting an upwards of 2,000 pages of data. The Court held that the government acted unlawfully by installing a GPS tracking device on Jones’s vehicle without a warrant. Writing for the majority, Justice Scalia reasoned that the Fourth Amendment “must provide at a minimum the degree of protection it afforded when it was adopted,” and this meant preserving the property-based theory. Accordingly, both the property interest and the privacy interest are essential to a Fourth Amendment inquiry, and neither serves as “the exclusive test.” In this case, the trespass on Jones’s vehicle was determinative, however, so the Court did not reach the Katz privacy analysis.

Justice Sotomayor concurred in the judgment but wrote separately to reemphasize that “the Fourth Amendment is not concerned only with trespassory intrusions of property.” She recognized that GPS surveillance reveals “a wealth of detail about [a person’s] familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations,” and “[a]wareness that the government
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may be watching chills [these] associational and expressive freedoms.”

She argued that Fourth Amendment analysis must consider these attributes of GPS monitoring to determine whether a reasonable expectation of privacy exists.

Justice Alito, in his concurring opinion, rejected the property-based trespass theory altogether, calling it “unwise” and “highly artificial.” Alito criticized the majority for focusing on the relatively innocuous trespass instead of the more significant GPS monitoring. He argued that “current Fourth Amendment case law” necessitated the reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test inaugurated in Katz. Under this test, he suggested that “the long-term [GPS] monitoring of [Jones’] movements” constituted a Fourth Amendment violation. Alito acknowledged the many difficulties in applying the Katz test—including how technology alters individual and societal expectations of privacy—but still maintained it was the best method available to the Court to analyze Fourth Amendment claims. In light of these difficulties, he wrote that “[a] legislative body is [better] situated to gauge changing public attitudes, . . . draw detailed lines, and . . . balance privacy and public safety in a comprehensive way.”

The decision in Jones left open many questions about how Fourth Amendment protections extend in the advent of new technology. The Court grappled with some of these issues in Riley v. California (2014) and Carpenter v. United States (2018).

In Riley, a police officer stopped David Riley for a traffic violation, which eventually lead to his arrest for weapons charges. The officer searching Riley, incident to the arrest, seized his smart phone without a warrant; as a result of this search, Riley was linked by law enforcement to a gang
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shooting.\textsuperscript{78} The “search incident to arrest” rule is an exception to the warrant requirement that allows an officer to search an arrestee and any item or areas within his immediate reach and control at the time of a lawful arrest.\textsuperscript{79} The question for the Court in\textsuperscript{Riley} was whether this exception, which has been applied to things like wallets and purses, also extends to smart phones.\textsuperscript{80} The Court held that it does not.\textsuperscript{81} In the unanimous majority opinion, Chief Justice Roberts argued that smart phones “differ in both a quantitative and a qualitative sense” from other objects covered by the exemption.\textsuperscript{82} For example, smart phones contain the contents of call logs, text messages, e-mails, internet browsing history, calendars, photographs, videos, books, music, journal entries, and more.\textsuperscript{83} This centralized trove of information, and all that it may reveal, holds “the privacies of life” for many Americans.\textsuperscript{84}

Based on these features, the Court held that a warrant must be obtained before searching a smart phone seized “incident to an arrest.”\textsuperscript{85} Justice Alito, in his concurring opinion, again called for “legislation that draws reasonable distinctions based on categories of information or . . . other variables.”\textsuperscript{86} Similar to his concurrence in\textsuperscript{Jones}, he noted that legislatures are better equipped to respond to technological changes affecting privacy than “the blunt instrument of the Fourth Amendment.”\textsuperscript{87}

In\textsuperscript{Carpenter}, police arrested four men in connection with a series of armed robberies.\textsuperscript{88} One of the men confessed to the crime and provided his cell phone number and the numbers of other participants.\textsuperscript{89} Cell phones and other wireless devices connect to cell towers several times a minute, creating a detailed record of the device’s approximate location, known as historical
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cell-site location information (CSLI). The FBI obtained historical CSLI from the wireless carriers of these numbers without a warrant, and based on this evidence, charged Timothy Carpenter with robbery, among other offenses.

The government argued that “the third-party doctrine” allowed for the warrantless acquisition of historical CSLI. This is “the notion that an individual has a reduced expectation of privacy in information knowingly shared with another.” For example, business records “possessed, owned, and controlled” by a third party, such as a credit card statement, can typically be obtained without a warrant. The government argued that because CSLI is shared with wireless carriers it is not protected by the Fourth Amendment. The Court disagreed.

Writing for the majority, Justice Roberts noted that “diminished privacy interests does not mean that the Fourth Amendment falls out of the picture entirely.” He argued that a person maintains a “reasonable expectation of privacy in the whole of his physical movements,” and that a “world of difference” exists between the information contained in historical CSLI compared to other business records exempted by the third-party doctrine. Historical CSLI, for example, offers “near perfect surveillance” that “runs against everyone.” Without the protection of the warrant, the government would have unfettered access to the precise movements of everyone owning a cell phone. The Court kept a narrow holding, not bearing on “other business records . . . . [or] collection techniques,” but also acknowledged its responsibility to “contend with the seismic shifts in digital technology” when answering Fourth Amendment questions.
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Katz, Jones, Riley, and Carpenter supply the modern framework for Fourth Amendment analysis. In this framework, Fourth Amendment questions must contend with how the advent of new technology affects both a person’s property interest and his reasonable expectation of privacy. The concurring opinions in Jones, and the recent decisions in Riley and Carpenter, demonstrate that “digital is different.”

II. The New Neighborhood Watch

Few companies in the world are as established as Amazon. Amazon is a multinational technology company based in Seattle, Washington, focusing on e-commerce, cloud computing, digital streaming, and artificial intelligence. It is widely recognized as “one of the most influential economic and cultural forces in the world.”

As the largest e-commerce retailer in the United States, Amazon ships more than 2.5 billion packages each year. This delivery volume, however, makes it vulnerable to a growing problem: Around the country, more than 1.7 million packages are lost or stolen each day, adding up to more than $25
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million in daily losses. In New York City alone, more than 90,000 packages disappear daily. Most Amazon deliveries arrive without an issue, but it typically replaces or reimburses any stolen products, giving it a strong financial incentive to reduce the number of thefts. This incentive helps explain its acquisition of Ring and interest in assisting law enforcement. Amazon is creating a new platform for policing.

A. Amazon’s Ring and Its Police Partnerships

Ring, a wholly owned subsidiary of Amazon, offers a slate of home-security products. The Video Doorbell, its flagship product, mounts on a home’s doorbell, connects to the Wi-Fi Network, and then sends alerts to a connected smart phone app when it detects motion or when someone presses the doorbell. Customers can then see, hear, and speak to visitors from anywhere. The baseline model includes 1080p High-Definition Video, two-way audio, advanced motion detection, night vision, and “Live View”
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113 Jeffrey Dastin & Greg Roumeliotis, Amazon Buys Startup Ring in $1 Billion Deal to Run Your Home Security, REUTERS (Feb. 27, 2018, 4:05 PM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ring-m-amazon-com/amazon-buys-startup-ring-in-1-billion-deal-to-run-your-home-security-idUSKCN1GB2VG [https://perma.cc/J7PM-BPMQ] (“Ring’s security devices could work well with Amazon Key, a smart lock and camera system that lets delivery personnel put packages inside a home to avoid theft or, in the case of fresh food, spoiling.”).
(which streams real-time video at the tap of a button).\textsuperscript{119} Videos can be saved and shared in the app;\textsuperscript{120} and features can be customized according to user preference—for example, the alerts for motion detection can be limited to specific areas.\textsuperscript{121} The camera provides a detailed view from the front-door, but it also captures high-resolution images of “homes across the street and down the block.”\textsuperscript{122} Ring provides free cloud storage for sixty days but then asks customer to enroll in its Ring’s “Basic Protect Plan.”\textsuperscript{123} It also offers the “Pro Protect Plan,” which includes “24/7 professional monitoring.”\textsuperscript{124} After the sixty days, Ring customers can save videos and images only if they purchase a cloud services plan.\textsuperscript{125}

After installing a product, Ring encourages customers to download “Neighbors,” its community-based social app.\textsuperscript{126} The app provides a platform for customers to share information and content related to crime and safety with the people in their community.\textsuperscript{127} Users are anonymous on the app, but the faces and voices they capture on video and post publicly are neither censored nor obscured.\textsuperscript{128}

Utilizing this model—that connects private-surveillance products to a community social app—Ring secured more than 2,000 partnerships with law enforcement agencies across the United States.\textsuperscript{129} Montana and Wyoming
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are the only two states without any partnerships. Ring works aggressively with the government to incentivize sales. It offers discounts to cities and community groups that use funds to purchase Ring products, and it gives free cameras to police departments to distribute to local homeowners. For example, in 2019, the Boca Raton Police Foundation launched a joint subsidy program with Ring, enabling “200 verified City of Boca Raton residents to receive a $100 discount code to use towards the purchase of select Ring security devices.” In a similar move, Ring gave the police department in Lakeland Florida fifteen free security cameras.

As part of its agreements, Ring offers police departments access to the Law Enforcement Neighborhood Portal, a bespoke account to the Neighbors app. Through this portal, law enforcement can view all the public posts made in the Neighbors app within their jurisdiction and chat directly with users on the Neighbors Feed. Moreover, agencies can request video from Ring users to aid in investigating crimes. So far, the mechanism for
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requesting user video has undergone two different iterations. In the first iteration, law enforcement used an interactive map to request unpublished Ring videos within a specified area (up to 0.5 square miles) and time range (up to twelve hours). Ring then sent an email to all users in that area with a message from the police. Ring automatically subscribed its users to receive these requests but reserved for them the ability to opt-out, refuse individual requests, and review their videos before deciding to send.

In June of 2021, after an audit by the Policing Project at NYU School of Law, Ring changed this mechanism for requesting video footage. Now, in the second and current iteration, law enforcement can only request user video through “a new, publicly viewable post category on [the Neighbors app] called Request for Assistance.” Law enforcement agencies make a public post, and Ring users can then choose to submit video footage by clicking the “Tap Here to Help” link located in the post. After a user submits their video, officers have a right to use it indefinitely and for any purpose.

The negotiations between Ring and law enforcement are unique for each partnership, but in general the partnerships conform to a simple principle: police get access to a portal that allows them to view and request private surveillance footage, “and the company gets the promotional muscle of the police.” In this framework, Ring controls police statements made about its service, including one-on-one interactions between police and residents. For example, Ring issued a spreadsheet to the Topeka Police 138 Priest, supra note 137.
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Department in Kansas with forty-six recommended comments to use in interactions with residents on the Neighbor’s app and social media.\textsuperscript{148} Similarly, the Maywood Police Department in New Jersey received a “Reactive Q&A document,” with sample answers to potential questions from the community, a “Sample Social Media Posts” document, and a “Talking Points” document.\textsuperscript{149} In many instances, police departments copy these templates verbatim in their communications with the public and individuals.\textsuperscript{150}

Ring wins these partnerships by indicating an ability to minimize crime. After a study it conducted with the Los Angeles Police Department in 2016, Ring announced a fifty-five percent reduction in burglaries in seven months in a region of Wilshire Park, compared to surrounding areas.\textsuperscript{151} This reduction occurred with only forty devices installed (i.e., ten percent of homes) in the selected area.\textsuperscript{152}

An analysis from \textit{MIT Technology Review}, however, undermined the strength of this finding.\textsuperscript{153} It revealed (1) that crime actually increased in Wilshire Park in a ten-month period when compared to a similar seven-month period in the previous year;\textsuperscript{154} (2) that Ring elected not to publish another study it conducted in a neighboring community (suggesting selective reporting);\textsuperscript{155} and (3) that the only independent study (i.e., not sponsored by Ring) found that neighborhoods with Video Doorbells were actually more likely to suffer break-ins than those without them.\textsuperscript{156}

This lack of strong evidence has not discouraged police departments from forming these partnerships, however, and the partnerships continue to grow more intimate and intentional. In 2019, Amazon arranged a sting operation
with the police department in Aurora, Colorado, to apprehend package thieves in the area.\textsuperscript{157} Amazon sent twenty-five boxes with GPS trackers to be placed at homes with Ring devices installed.\textsuperscript{158} They also provided fifteen Ring Video Doorbells in case residents did not have a device installed or preferred to use a donated device.\textsuperscript{159} The operation did not result in a single arrest or even a package thief caught on camera.\textsuperscript{160} Still, the Public Relations Coordinator for Ring assured that the “community will appreciate that Aurora PD is being so proactive . . . .”\textsuperscript{161}

In Bloomfield, New Jersey, the Detective Bureau Commander asked a Ring representative how the police department could encourage more people to submit Ring camera footage.\textsuperscript{162} In an email, he wrote: “I have been requesting videos but have not been getting any responses . . . [Is] there anything that we can blast out to encourage Ring owners to share the videos when requested?”\textsuperscript{163} The Ring representative advised pairing all video requests through the Law Enforcement Neighborhood Portal with a public post on the Neighbors app and provided an example post.\textsuperscript{164} The representative also recommended posting often and consistently on the Neighbors app, as this tends to lead to higher opt-in rates from the community.\textsuperscript{165}

In Bexar County, Texas, Ring donated cameras to the County Sheriff’s Office in exchange for promoting the Neighbors app. A ring representative explained in an email, “[t]he more people on the [Neighbors] app the more valuable the platform becomes for your agency AND [sic] Ring will donate
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a camera to the Bexar County community for every twenty downloads.”

The Sheriff’s Office earned fifteen “donation devices” for facilitating 279 app downloads from Bexar County residents (which Ring rounded up to 300).

***

Sales for Ring devices continue to increase rapidly. As part of its marketing strategy, Ring shares and promotes videos of user-generated content—recordings of averted criminal activity, interactions with delivery persons, candid moments with family and friends, and curious animals around the home. Ring wins its customers by giving them the impression of increased safety, coupled with the convenience and intrigue of having a video feed at the front door. What Ring does not mention, however, are the neighbors across the street or down the block—those people ultimately subject to the video recordings police can request—that it enrolls in this surveillance system automatically, without consent, and without a mechanism to opt-out.

Amazon’s policing platform (1) incorporates citizen-owned security cameras (the Ring Video Doorbell) that it (2) configures in a virtual network (the Neighbors app) and (3) streamlines for government access (the Law Enforcement Neighborhood Portal). This design allows law enforcement to access a network of surveillance footage without a warrant. Hereinafter, this surveillance system will be referred to as the New Neighborhood Watch or the “NNW.”

As detailed above in Part I, the Supreme Court’s most recent and important cases reveal a trend away from mechanical interpretation and application of the Fourth Amendment and instead advocate a technology-conscious jurisprudence that accounts for the power of new surveillance technology.

---
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This trend suggests that law enforcement requests for Ring video footage through the Law Enforcement Neighborhood Portal should require a warrant.

The next section addresses the Fourth Amendment questions posed by the NNW. It examines three long-standing doctrines and several federal cases to make the argument that law enforcement should be required to obtain a warrant before requesting Ring video footage.

III. THE FOURTH AMENDMENT AND THE NEW NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

The primary Fourth Amendment question presented by the NNW is whether law enforcement’s requests for Ring footage should require a warrant. In answering this question, this section discusses three long-established Fourth Amendment doctrines—“the public view doctrine,” the “third-party doctrine,” and the doctrine of Fourth Amendment standing—in addition to several federal cases ruling on analogous surveillance technology and techniques. These three doctrines and the relevant federal cases are discussed below.

A. Fourth Amendment Doctrines

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Katz* marked a seminal shift in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence by introducing a privacy interest in addition to the long-established property interest. The expectation-of-privacy-test created a legal mechanism flexible enough to contend with emerging surveillance technologies and systems. Following *Katz*, however, several doctrines emerged that narrowed privacy considerations, putting many
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172 See Ferguson, supra note 104 (“Signaling a new openness to expand the Fourth Amendment to fit digital criminal investigations, the Carpenter majority resisted a ‘mechanical interpretation’ of the Fourth Amendment’ insisting that the ‘new,’ ‘novel,’ ‘unique,’ ‘seismic’ change in technologies warrants a different outcome. This recognition of digital transformation signals a new openness to ensure that the Fourth Amendment protects the digital lives of citizens.”) (citing United States v. Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. 2206 (2018)).

173 Daniel T. Pesciotta, *I'm Not Dead Yet: Katz, Jones, and the Fourth Amendment in the 21st Century*, 63 CASE W. RESERVE L. REV 187, 188 (2012). (“[E]ver since the Court’s seminal ruling in *Katz v. United States*, the Court as held that warrantless searches that encroach upon a citizen’s reasonable expectation of privacy are unconstitutional.”).

contemporary surveillance techniques beyond the reach of the Fourth Amendment.\textsuperscript{175}

1. The Public View Doctrine

The \textit{Katz} Court explained that “\textit{w}hat a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection.”\textsuperscript{176} Given the facts of the case, this meant that while Katz could reasonably expect his telephone conversation to be private, he could not expect the same of his movements inside the telephone booth, which were visible to the public: “[W]hat he sought to exclude when he entered the booth was not the intruding eye—it was the uninvited ear.”\textsuperscript{177} Following this logic, the public view doctrine developed in subsequent cases to hold that law enforcement is entitled to make observations from any lawful vantage point (i.e., any vantage point available to the public) without the need to first secure a warrant.\textsuperscript{178} Consider two prominent examples.

In \textit{California v. Ciraolo} (1986),\textsuperscript{179} police officers received an anonymous tip that Dante Ciraolo was growing marijuana in his backyard, which he enclosed with a ten-foot fence.\textsuperscript{180} The investigating officer secured a private plane and, without a warrant, flew over Ciraolo’s house at an altitude of 1,000 feet.\textsuperscript{181} From the air, he identified marijuana plants growing.\textsuperscript{182} The Court held that this did not constitute a search, stating that “[t]he Fourth Amendment simply does not require the police traveling in the public airways at this altitude to obtain a warrant in order to observe what is visible to the naked eye.”\textsuperscript{183}

The Court was presented with a very similar set of facts in \textit{Florida v. Riley} (1989).\textsuperscript{184} Law enforcement, acting without a warrant, circled Michael

\textsuperscript{175} Id.
\textsuperscript{176} \textit{Katz}, 398 U.S. at 351.
\textsuperscript{177} Id. at 352.
\textsuperscript{178} See \textit{Florida v. Riley}, 488 U.S. 445, 449 (2018) (“As a general proposition, the police may see what may be seen ‘from a public vantage point where [they have] a right to be.’”) (citing \textit{California v. Ciraolo}, 476 U.S. 207, 213 (1986)).
\textsuperscript{179} 476 U.S. 207 (1986).
\textsuperscript{180} Id. at 209.
\textsuperscript{181} Id.
\textsuperscript{182} Id.
\textsuperscript{183} Id. at 215.
Riley’s property with a helicopter at an altitude of 400 feet in order to confirm an anonymous tip that he was growing marijuana. The Court held that this did not constitute a search because “the police officer did no more” than “[a]ny member of the public [that] could legally have been flying over Riley’s property . . . .”

These two cases help illuminate the scope of the public view doctrine. But determining what a person “knowingly exposes to the public” is not always straightforward, especially in the event of persistent surveillance. The Supreme Court recognized these challenges in Jones and Carpenter. A majority of justices in the Jones opinion expressed deep concern about long-term GPS monitoring that reveals a person’s physical movements in their entirety. The Court in Carpenter found that government access to historical CSLI “contravenes [the] expectation” that law enforcement will not “secretly monitor and catalogue every single movement of an individual[].” GPS monitoring and CSLI both track movement that is publicly observable, but the Court nonetheless made resolute: “A person does not surrender all Fourth Amendment protection by venturing into the public sphere. To the contrary, ‘what [one] seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected.’”

In its Guidelines for Public Video Surveillance, The Constitution Project, a non-profit devoted to government oversight, describes the notions of privacy imperiled by an overreaching public view doctrine:

Most people expect to remain anonymous in many “public” contexts, such as entering an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, a psychiatrist’s office, an infertility clinic, or the headquarters of a fringe religious or cultural group. Similarly, even when they are in a public place, most people expect to keep private the information that might be detectable from such sources as the exposed words on a vial of prescription drugs, the moving lips of a couple...
engaged in hushed conversation, or diary entries written by a person sitting on a park bench.\textsuperscript{191}

The NNW jeopardizes these notions of privacy. The Los Angeles Police Department, for example, requested footage of Black Lives Matter protests from Ring users in 2020.\textsuperscript{192} Emails sent on behalf of the “Safe L.A. Task Force” asked specifically “for footage related to the recent protests.”\textsuperscript{193} The opinions in Jones and Carpenter indicate that Fourth Amendment analysis should consider such broad and indiscriminate surveillance capability because it risks “chill[ing] associational and expressive freedoms.”\textsuperscript{194}

The NNW’s surveillance power emerges from its network of cameras. Cameras fundamentally augment a person’s observational ability by allowing them to see things more than once or to see things otherwise inappreciable or imperceptible. For example, cameras developed at MIT capture the vibrations of sound, turning silent video into audio recordings;\textsuperscript{195} casinos use cameras that can read text messages on a phone;\textsuperscript{196} and Boston Logan Airport installed a camera that can see any object more than one-and-a-half centimeters wide within 150 meters.\textsuperscript{197} Ring cameras are not yet this powerful,\textsuperscript{198} but, in 2018, Amazon filed a patent application indicating an interest to eventually augment Ring cameras with its facial recognition
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  \item \textsuperscript{194} United States v. Jones, 565 U.S. 400 416 (2012); Carpenter, 138 S.Ct at 2217.
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  \item \textsuperscript{198} Video Doorbell, RING.COM: PRODUCTS, https://ring.com/collections/all-products/products/video- doorbell/v2 [https://perma.cc/9FQ8-W2HT] [last visited Apr. 7, 2020].
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technology,\textsuperscript{199} Rekognition.\textsuperscript{200} The technology can ascertain a person’s emotional expression\textsuperscript{201} and would be used to develop a “database of suspicious persons.”\textsuperscript{202}

Advanced camera systems therefore change the dynamic central to the public view doctrine: what is visible to a camera is different (and increasingly so) from “what is visible to the naked eye.”\textsuperscript{203} A camera provides video content that is more “deeply revealing”\textsuperscript{204} and gives “access to a category of information otherwise unknowable.”\textsuperscript{205} These qualities were critical to the decision in \textit{Carpenter} requiring a warrant for government acquisition of historical CSLI.\textsuperscript{206}

Following \textit{Carpenter}, the public view doctrine should not preclude Ring footage from Fourth Amendment protection. Ring footage contains equally, if not more, sensitive information than historical CSLI. Cell-phone tracking is (at least, for the moment) more comprehensive, but video content is more intimately revealing. CSLI informs when a person is home—a simple dot on a map.\textsuperscript{207} But Ring footage shows when that same person is working in the front yard shirtless or enjoying a nightcap on the porch.

To understand the point, consider the opening scene in the acclaimed Pixar film, \textit{Up}.\textsuperscript{208} Critics have described the opening scene as a “masterclass...
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in narrative exposition. In less than ten minutes, it tells a complete love story—passion, hope, heartbreak, grief, the whole thing. Many of the shots in the sequence simply depict the exterior of the main character’s home: the mailbox, the driveway, the front-yard, the view from across the street—all images that a Ring Video Doorbell would capture. Content that can compose a narrative of this force should not be excluded from Fourth Amendment protection simply because it is publicly observable.

2. The Third-Party Doctrine

The third-party doctrine (described briefly above in the description of Carpenter) is conceptually very similar to the public view doctrine, but deals with third parties, not the public at large. For a classic example, consider you are planning to rob a bank. You invite your friend Joe to your apartment and, behind closed doors, with no one else around, you inform him of your plans and ask for his assistance. The next day Joe rats to law enforcement. Clearly, this information was not exposed to the public, but nonetheless, because it was shared with a third-party, it is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection. The third-party doctrine is the rule “that a person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in information he voluntarily turns over to third parties.” Law enforcement can therefore use this information without obtaining a warrant.

In the digital age, where people easily and increasingly share personal information, the third-party doctrine provides the government with a powerful investigative tool. In two of the most prominent third-party
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cases, *United States v. Miller* (1976)\(^{216}\) and *Smith v. Maryland* (1979),\(^ {217}\) the Supreme Court held that acquiring bank records and telephone records, respectively, were not Fourth Amendment searches requiring warrants.\(^ {218}\)

In *Miller*, agents of the Treasury Department’s Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Bureau investigated Mitch Miller for his participation in an illegal whiskey distillery.\(^ {219}\) The agents subpoenaed the presidents of several banks in which Miller had an account to produce all records of his banking history.\(^ {220}\) The Court held that subpoenaing the bank records without a warrant did not violate the Fourth Amendment.\(^ {221}\) Writing for the majority, Justice Powell instructed that a bank customer “takes the risk, in revealing his affairs to another, that the information will be conveyed by that person to the Government.”\(^ {222}\) Based on this assertion, Miller could have no reasonable expectation of privacy.\(^ {223}\)

In *Smith*, Baltimore police investigated the robbery of a young woman, who gave a description of the assailant and a vehicle observed near the scene of the crime.\(^ {224}\) The police eventually identified Michael Smith as matching the victim’s description and driving an identical vehicle.\(^ {225}\) Upon police request, Smith’s telephone company “installed a pen register\(^ {226}\) at its central office to record the telephone numbers dialed at [his] home.”\(^ {227}\) The police installed the device without a warrant.\(^ {228}\) Through the pen register, they learned that Smith placed a call to the victim’s phone, which ultimately verified Smith as the robber.\(^ {229}\) The Court held that installing a pen register
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did not require a warrant.\footnote{id at 745–46.} In the majority opinion, Justice Blackmun expressed “doubt that people in general entertain any actual expectation of privacy in the numbers they dial.”\footnote{id at 742.} Even if Smith did harbor a subjective expectation of privacy, “this expectation is not ‘one society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”\footnote{id at 743 (citing Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967)).} Smith “voluntarily conveyed” the telephone numbers to the company in the process of making the call.\footnote{Smith, 442 U.S. at 744.}

The Supreme Court’s decision in 
\textit{Carpenter} explicitly limited the third-party doctrine, however, and established CSLI as a category of information deserving Fourth Amendment protection.\footnote{See Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2219–20 (2018); Susan Freiwald & Stephen Wm. Smith, Comment, \textit{The Carpenter Chronicle: A Near-Perfect Surveillance}, 109 HARV. L. REV. 205, 206 (2018) (“[T]he \textit{Carpenter} Court adopted a normative approach well suited for the question presented [by historical CSLI] . . . [that] significantly circumscribed the ‘third-party doctrine.’”).} First, the Court noted that 
\textit{Smith} and 
\textit{Miller} “did not rely solely on the act of sharing. Instead, they considered ‘the nature of the particular documents sought’ to determine whether ‘there is a legitimate expectation of privacy concerning their contents.’”\footnote{Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2219 (citing United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 422 (1976)).} In this regard, the Court deemed the privacy concerns relating to historical CSLI legitimate—and markedly more significant than bank or telephone records.\footnote{Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2219 (citing Smith, 442 U.S. at 745).} Second, the Court acknowledged that CSLI is not “truly shared” or “voluntarily conveyed,” but rather, recorded as a “dint of [the cell phone’s] operation, without any affirmative act on the part of the user.”\footnote{Id. at 2219–20.} Therefore, a cell phone user does not, in any meaningful sense, voluntarily “assume the risk” of handing over a “comprehensive dossier of his physical movements.”\footnote{Id. at 2220 (citing Smith, 442 U.S. at 745).}

Following the decision in 
\textit{Carpenter}, the third-party doctrine should not exempt Ring surveillance footage from the warrant requirement. Ring Video Doorbells \textit{capture} footage of neighbors and their homes—in no way do
these persons voluntarily share this content.\textsuperscript{239} This dynamic alone precludes application of the third-party doctrine.\textsuperscript{240} But assuming \emph{arguendo} that a court could say otherwise, Ring footage, as discussed above, contains equally, if not more sensitive information than CSLI.\textsuperscript{241} A “comprehensive dossier of physical movements” displayed using dots on a map implicates serious privacy concerns, but it cannot be used to compose “a masterclass in narrative exposition.” Video content captured by Ring cameras is more personal and penetrating—it reveals facial expression, body language, and discrete movements, in addition to localized geographic information.

3. \textit{Fourth Amendment Standing}

To bring a lawsuit to federal court, a plaintiff must show that he suffered, or is at impending risk of suffering, a specific injury.\textsuperscript{242} This injury (or risk of injury) must be the result of an action by the defendant, and the court must be able to provide some form of remedy.\textsuperscript{243} This “standing” requirement derives from Article III of the Constitution, which governs the judiciary.\textsuperscript{244} In the context of the Fourth Amendment, the Supreme Court decides the “standing” requirement based solely upon resolution of the substantive question of whether the claimant’s Fourth Amendment rights were violated.\textsuperscript{245} A claimant must show that “the disputed search and seizure has infringed an interest of the defendant which the Fourth Amendment was designed to protect.”\textsuperscript{246}
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In *Rawlings v. Kentucky* (1980), the government convicted David Rawlings on charges of trafficking and possession of various controlled substances. At trial, he tried to exclude from evidence the drugs discovered during an unlawful search of his girlfriend’s purse. The Supreme Court held that Rawlings did not have standing to challenge the search or request relief because he did not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in his girlfriend’s purse. His girlfriend did, but he did not.

Application of this Fourth Amendment standing requirement has produced some peculiar results. For example, in *United States v. Payner* (1980), the IRS suspected that certain American taxpayers illegally concealed funds in the Bahamas. As part of its investigation, the IRS devised a plan to search the contents of a visiting Bahamian bank president’s briefcase. The IRS paid a woman $1,000 to go out to dinner with the bank president while his briefcase was left at her apartment. An IRS agent entered the apartment with a key provided by the woman and then searched the contents of the briefcase. The information collected eventually led to the indictment of Jack Payner for falsifying his tax returns.

At trial, Payner moved to suppress the evidence, claiming the IRS conducted an illegal search. The Supreme Court agreed that the search was illegal, but held that Payner did not have standing to complain: it was neither his apartment nor his briefcase that the IRS invaded.
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The requirement for Fourth Amendment standing makes it difficult to challenge dragnet surveillance programs like the NNW.\textsuperscript{260} The current doctrine takes a personal view of Fourth Amendment rights that focuses on individuals instead of “the people” as a whole.\textsuperscript{261} Broad, indiscriminate, and unreasonable surveillance programs cannot be challenged outright or on behalf of others without demonstrating a personal violation.\textsuperscript{262}

A plaintiff contesting the NNW on Fourth Amendment grounds would therefore need to assert that government access to Ring footage violated his legally recognizable (i.e., subjectively manifested and objectively reasonable)\textsuperscript{263} expectation of privacy. Admittedly, it will take time for the right case to come along and be recognized by a court—law enforcement accessed historical CSLI without a warrant for many years before the Supreme Court decided Carpenter.\textsuperscript{264}

Still, the scenario is not impossible to imagine. Consider the following hypothetical: Police receive an anonymous tip that Chuck is growing marijuana. The investigating officer sends a request for Ring footage in the area surrounding Chuck’s house. He receives a video of the exterior of the house from a Ring user in the community. The video reveals nothing pertinent, but the officer takes note that he received a helpful submission. Every two weeks, for the next six months, the investigating officer requests footage from the same area, because he continues to receive videos of the exterior of Chuck’s home. Finally, after six months of requests, the officer obtains a video that reveals Chuck smoking marijuana on his front porch. The officer uses this evidence to obtain a search warrant for Chuck’s home. Law enforcement searches his home and turns up nothing but a small

\textsuperscript{260} See David Gray, Collective Standing Under the Fourth Amendment, 55 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 77, 78 (2018) (explaining how Fourth Amendment standing rules “have set artificial constraints on who can challenge government searches; the ability of individuals and groups to challenge searches and seizures at the programmatic level; the kinds of evidence deemed relevant in Fourth Amendment cases; and the types of remedies litigants can pursue.”).
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\textsuperscript{264} Richard M. Thompson II, Cong. Rsch. Serv., R43586, The Fourth Amendment Third Party Doctrine 12 (2014) (“The difference in constitutional treatment between the content of a communication and its non-content addressing information dates at least as far back as the 19th century.”).
amount of marijuana. Law enforcement charges Chuck with possession of a controlled substance. At trial, Chuck moves to suppress the evidence.

The NNW allows for this kind of surveillance scheme. Following Jones and Carpenter, however, a court could arguably grant Chuck’s motion to suppress the evidence obtained by the Ring footage, seeing that the repeated, consistent, and covert police requests for video violated his reasonable expectations of privacy. When a scheme like this is available to law enforcement, it automatically imposes an “[a]wareness that the government may be watching.”265 Moreover, the ability to surveil citizens in this manner risks “run[ning] against everyone”266 as the NNW camera network proliferates.

B. Federal Cases

Examining the federal cases that involve surveillance technology and techniques analogous to the NNW helps illuminate how the court’s understand and apply the Fourth Amendment. Two lines of cases offer important insight: (1) Cases involving “pole cameras” (cameras placed on utility poles or streetlights) that constantly record video of a person’s residence;267 and (2) Cases involving “cell tower dumps” (the gathering of all cell phone numbers utilizing a specific cell tower).268

1. Pole Cameras

Most federal courts hold that long-term pole camera surveillance of the exterior of a home does not constitute a search, but other courts disagree.269 Typically, cases holding that pole camera surveillance of the exterior of a
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home is not a search argue that defendants lack a reasonable expectation of privacy because the outside of their home is exposed to public view. On the other hand, cases finding the use of pole cameras to be a search generally focus on the long-term and unblinking nature of the surveillance. The consensus on pole-camera surveillance is still unfolding, with only a single Circuit Court opinion, United States v. Moore-Bush (2020), reviewing the issue since the Supreme Court’s ruling in Carpenter.

In Moore-Bush, the First Circuit overturned the district court’s decision to suppress evidence obtained from a pole camera that continuously recorded the outside of the defendant’s house for eight months. The district court compared the evidence from the pole camera to the CSLI records in Carpenter, arguing that it gives an intimate view of a person’s daily life unlike information that could be obtained by simply being in public view. It argued that the aggregate features of constant video surveillance (i.e., the uninterrupted recording, the focus on the front of the house and driveway; the ability to zoom; and the creation of a digital log) breached a person’s reasonable expectation of privacy. Moreover, it argued that such surveillance can compromise core First Amendment rights because people are less likely to exercise “political, professional, religious, and sexual associations” when they know the government is watching.

On appeal, the First Circuit reversed, arguing that the district court’s comparison to Carpenter was inappropriate given that Carpenter’s narrow holding did not address other “conventional surveillance techniques.” The Court likened the pole camera to a security camera, which Carpenter explicitly included as an example of the surveillance technology not “call[ed] into question.” It also emphasized that what a person “knowingly exposes
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to public view does not invoke reasonable expectations of privacy,” and that *Carpenter* did not abrogate this principle.\(^ {279} \)

The First Circuit granted a rehearing *en banc*, but the Circuit judges split 3–3 on whether the pole camera surveillance at issue constituted a warrantless search under *Carpenter*.\(^ {280} \) The Fourth Amendment question therefore remains unresolved. The opinion demonstrates that the scope of Fourth Amendment protections depends critically on how broadly a court interprets *Carpenter*, and whether it considers something as “new technology” or a “conventional surveillance technique.”

The Ring Video Doorbell is effectively a privately-owned pole camera that attaches to a home’s doorbell. For several reasons, it should be considered a “new technology” for Fourth Amendment purposes. First, treating “security camera” as a broad category of surveillance technology undeserving of Fourth Amendment protection disregards the innovation that makes certain video surveillance “differ in both a quantitative and qualitative sense from other[s].”\(^ {281} \) An obvious and fundamental difference exists between a camera that records gritty images to video cassettes, and a network of cameras equipped with High-Definition recording, night vision, smartphone integration, cloud storage services, and the potential for facial recognition.\(^ {282} \) The Court in *Carpenter* offers no indication of what it specifically contemplated in its understanding of “security cameras,”\(^ {283} \) but, nonetheless, it made clear that courts maintain a responsibility to consider when innovation creates “seismic shifts in digital technology” that calls for increased Fourth Amendment protection.\(^ {284} \) A network of pole cameras attached to doorbells may represent such a shift.

Second, homes that neighbor a Ring camera are subject to video recording indefinitely. In both *Jones* and *Carpenter*, the Court described “long-term monitoring” as a more severe burden to privacy, given that it provides
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an “intimate window into a person’s life.”285 Knowing that the government may access Ring video footage of anything that happens in front of the home may risk “chill[ing] associational freedoms.”286

Third, the NNW provides an expanding network of video surveillance that risks “run[ning] against everyone.”287 Critical to the Court’s decision in Carpenter was that CSLI made possible the tracking of “not only [the defendant’s] location but also everyone else’s.”288 At the moment, sixteen percent of households in the United States—more than twenty million homes—own a video doorbell.289 Ring holds the majority of the market share,290 with more than 3 million cameras online.291 It averages two new partnerships with law enforcement agencies each day.292 Carpenter recommends closer Fourth Amendment scrutiny as these devices become ubiquitous.293

2. Cell Tower Dumps

Cell tower dumps provide “a download of information on all [wireless] devices that connected to a particular cell site during a particular interval.”294 By its nature, a tower dump involves access to much more user data than the historical CSLI at issue in Carpenter.295 The depth of the information revealed for any single person is not as significant, but it affects many more people. A

285 See Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2217; see also Jones, 565 U.S. at 419 (Alito, J., concurring); id. at 415 (Sotomayor, J., concurring) and Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2210 (“[CSLI] give[s] the Government near perfect surveillance and allow[s] it the ability to travel back in time and retrace a person’s whereabouts, subject only to the five-year retention policies of most carriers.”).

286 See Jones, 565 U.S. at 416 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).

287 Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2218.

288 Id. at 2219.
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293 See Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2218 (“Critically, because location information is continually logged for all of the 400 million devices in the United States—not just those belonging to persons who might happen to come under investigation—this newfound tracking capacity runs against everyone.”).

294 Id. at 2220.

295 Emma Lux, Privacy in the Dumps: Analyzing Cell Tower Dumps Under the Fourth Amendment, 57 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 109, 109–10 (2020) (“[C]ell tower dumps collect cell-site location information from not one person, but from hundreds, or thousands of people.”) (footnotes omitted).
single tower dump can collect information from thousands of people. In the course of an investigation, law enforcement will typically ask for several tower dumps to determine if a device (or set of devices) was present at different locations of interest. In 2010, the FBI investigated a pair of bank robbers known as the “High Country Bandits.” Over the course of the investigation, the FBI received multiple tower dumps, totaling more than 150,000 individual cell phone numbers. Modern investigations routinely rely on tower dumps.

The Supreme Court explicitly declined to address whether tower dumps trigger Fourth Amendment protection in Carpenter, leaving it an open question as to how they should be regulated. In one of the only federal cases considering the issue since Carpenter, United States v. Adkinson (2019), the Seventh Circuit denied a motion to suppress evidence obtained from a warrantless cell tower dump. In its per curiam opinion, the court held that (1) by virtue of wireless carriers’ policy agreements, cell phone users consent to tower dumps; and (2) Carpenter does not cover tower dumps. Commentators, however, criticized this opinion as “highly dubious.” If user license agreements eclipse reasonable expectations of privacy, then they nullify Carpenter, because those agreements also include sharing historical
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Moreover, although Carpenter declined to rule on tower dumps, the reasoning in Carpenter still applies to answering the Fourth Amendment question. The Seventh Circuit’s per curiam opinion weighs in on complex, important, and novel Fourth Amendment questions with a few paragraphs that “read[ ] like afterthoughts.” With little other legal authority on the matter, how cell tower dumps should be regulated is still an unsettled question.

The NNW provides an avenue for law enforcement agents to collect “video dumps” without a warrant. Law enforcement can ask Ring users in a specified area (up to 0.5 miles) for video footage within a specified time range (up to twelve hours). This dragnet structure offers the video analog of a cell tower dump, however, over-collecting video presents more serious privacy concerns than over-collecting CSLI. A single dot on a map hardly compares to video footage spanning up to twelve hours. Police forces across the country made more than 20,000 requests for footage captured by Ring cameras in 2020. Surely, some of those video dumps included intimately revealing or embarrassing content. As the NNW’s camera network expands and grows closer in scale to a cellular network, the privacy concerns related to over-collection likewise grow and the comparison to Carpenter is made stronger. Consider again the “High Country Bandits:” 150,000 cell phone numbers were collected to convict two individuals. In the context of video dumps, an error rate even approaching this magnitude is unacceptable. Carpenter measures privacy expectations based on the “nature of [the information] sought,” and whether it “runs against
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317 Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2219 (citing Miller, 425 U.S. at 442).
everyone.” Accordingly, the “deeply revealing nature” of video content, “belonging to persons [not] under investigation,” suggests that requesting a video dump through the Ring Law Enforcement Neighborhood Portal should require a warrant.

***

The above constitutional analysis suggests that modern Fourth Amendment jurisprudence can constrain the NNW. Carpenter limits the scope of the public view doctrine and the third-party doctrine, suggesting that Ring footage, like historical CSLI, should be protected by a search warrant. The doctrine of Fourth Amendment standing will make it difficult for a court to immediately recognize a person’s reasonable expectation of privacy in Ring video footage, but only because it will take time for the right plaintiff to come along (one suffering a personal violation of his reasonable expectation of privacy). A strong case for protecting Ring footage with a warrant can be made even in light of the standing requirement.

Moreover, the federal cases involving analogous technology illustrate applications of the current Fourth Amendment framework that would constrain the NNW. Ring hosts a network of privately-recorded video surveillance footage. To gain access to this network, law enforcement should be required to obtain a warrant, especially as the network grows and approaches the scale of a cellular network.

While courts continue developing the Fourth Amendment jurisprudence on video surveillance networks, some communities are heeding to Justice Alito’s calls to action in Jones and Carpenter, and enacting legislation that attempts to “gauge changing public attitudes, draw detailed lines, and to balance privacy and public safety in a comprehensive way.” The next section briefly examines some of the available legislation on video surveillance.
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IV. VIDEO SURVEILLANCE LEGISLATION

Currently, no federal legislation addresses surveillance cameras.326 This vacancy pushes lawmaking responsibility to states and municipalities. As of January 2021, at least twenty-five localities have passed regulations limiting law enforcement’s video surveillance or requiring increased oversight.327 Of this group, fifteen enacted Community Control of Police Surveillance (CCOPS) ordinances.328 CCOPS is a model bill drafted by the ACLU, which requires more transparency and democratic approval with respect to the use of surveillance technology.329 Eight guiding principles underlie CCOPS:

1. Surveillance technologies should not be funded, acquired, or used without express city council approval.
2. Local Communities should play a significant and meaningful role in determining if and how surveillance technologies are funded, acquired, or used.
3. The process for considering the use of surveillance technologies should be transparent and well-informed.
4. The use of surveillance technologies should not be approved generally; approvals, if provided, should be for specific technologies, and limited uses.
5. Surveillance technologies should not be funded, acquired, or used without addressing their potential impact on civil rights or civil liberties.
6. Surveillance technologies should not be funded, acquired, or used without considering their financial impact.
7. To verify legal compliance, surveillance technology use and deployment data should be reported publicly on an annual basis.

327 STEVIE DEGROFF & ALBERT FOX CAHN, NEW CCOPS ON THE BEAT: AN EARLY ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNITY CONTROL OF POLICE SURVEILLANCE LAWS 2 (2021), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c1bfc7eece173955aceeb63b816d30a5eff89f2ce6894e1/1612984485653/New+CCOPS+On+The+Beat.pdf [https://perma.cc/9URX-EAY9].
328 Id. at 3.
(8) City council approval should be required for all surveillance technologies and uses; there should be no “grandfathering” for technologies currently in use.\textsuperscript{330}

While CCOPS’ ordinances are still in their incipiency, they are providing local communities greater insight into and control over law enforcement’s use of surveillance.\textsuperscript{331} For example, in San Francisco, activists sued the city’s police department for wide-ranging video surveillance of black-led protests. The police violated the city’s CCOPS ordinance requiring approval before using video surveillance for such a purpose.\textsuperscript{332} The ordinance provided activists with the only established mechanism for recourse.\textsuperscript{333}

CCOPS can and should be used by localities to provide insight into and control over the NNW.\textsuperscript{334} Police partnerships with Ring should be approved by city councils, and, if approved, the details of the partnership should be thoroughly explained to the public. Law enforcement should answer first to the communities it protects instead of a multinational technology company like Amazon.\textsuperscript{335} In this way, communities can regain power: they can decide the construct of “the new neighborhood watch” for themselves or ditch the idea altogether. Citizens that are disturbed by the partnerships between Ring and law enforcement should write their local legislator asking for increased transparency and constraints.

\textsuperscript{330} COMMUNITY CONTROL OVER POLICE SURVEILLANCE – GUIDING PRINCIPLES (ACLU)
\textsuperscript{331} DEGROFF & CAHN, supra note 328, at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{333} See id.
\textsuperscript{334} It should be noted, however, that CCOPS is not without its shortcomings, and it suffers from many administrative and enforcement problems. It takes time and energy to draft policies and reports, and the penalties for failing to follow policies are limited. Some scholars argue, for example, that it “shows gains in transparency but not necessarily a limitation on police power.” Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Surveillance and the Tyrant Test, 10 GEO. L.J. 208, 259 (2021). Still, CCOPS ordinance can be useful and should be considered by interested communities.
V. CONCLUSION

In 1999, Universal Pictures released the American comedy, *Mystery Men*. The film is a mockery of comic book superhero collectives, like *The Avengers* or *The Justice League*. It features a unique character and aspiring superhero named “The Invisible Boy.” The Invisible Boy is determined to join the Mystery Men. In his audition, the leaders of the group ask candidly, “So let me get this straight, you have the ability to become invisible . . . but you can’t give us a demonstration?” The Invisible Boy responds earnestly, “I can only become invisible when no one is watching . . . [even if] I look at myself, I become visible again.” Confused and skeptical, the leaders ask, “How can you be certain you’ve achieved transparency at all?” The Invisible Boy answers decisively, “Well, when you go invisible, you can feel it.”

The New Neighborhood Watch imperils this superhero in everyone—the unique conscience and perspective—the superpower—that a person keeps only “when no one is watching.” Children are now warned: “[e]very time you ride your bike down [the] block, there are probably 50 cameras that watch you . . . If you make a bad choice, those cameras will catch you.”

This environment jeopardizes independent thinking and decision-making—the precise brand of citizenry that liberal democratic society assumes.

When an individual always conceives himself as being inspected, or cannot satisfy himself to the contrary, it causes him to internalize the norms
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and expectations that he believes he will be judged against. Ultimately, the individual becomes his own overseer, ensuring the “automatic functioning of power.” This is what the Invisible Boy means when he loses his superpowers “[even if] he looks at himself.” In this fashion, the fundamental concept and model that underlies the NNW—that citizens should always be recording video of their neighbors to share with law enforcement—abrogates the first principle of liberal democratic society—that citizens engage in robust debate on the basis of individual ideas.

The Fourth Amendment plays a powerful role in preserving this American democratic tradition and it demands certain constraints to the NNW: at the least, that law enforcement requests for Ring video footage should require a warrant, just as requests for historical CSLI required a warrant in Carpenter. At bottom, the Constitution provides this much, but Courts move slowly, and communities seeking urgent safeguards should organize to enact local legislation.

The Framers understood the dangers of surveillance to freedom of thought and action and carefully restrained government overreaching with the Fourth Amendment. New surveillance technology and techniques should not erode this constitutional protection. Of course, as the Supreme Court has noted, “convicting the guilty will in every era seem of such critical and pressing concern that we may be lured by the temptations of
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expediency.” But it is “for that very reason [the Framers] insisted that law enforcement efforts be permanently and unambiguously restricted . . . .”
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